RLASD Elementary Distance Learning 4K

Week 6: May 11th-15th

Even though we have recommended days, you can do things when you want and have time for them during the week. Don’t panic, you are doing great! Play and read!

Gross Motor/Play

Math

Fine Motor

Literacy

Social Emotional

Monday
May 11th

Kick Ball Yard Targets
Provide a ball for your child to
kick. Place a sheet of
newspaper, paper plate, or
plastic plate, on the grass.
Have your child kick the ball to
hit the target!

Number Scavenger Hunt
Go for a walk and see how many
numbers you can find. Write
that number down. Or look to
find certain numbers...How many
can you find?!

Pick up Sticks
Provide toothpicks, Qtips,
Sticks from outside. Have your
child try to pick up as many as
they can and drop them one by
one into a cup! Can you make
it in?

Letters T and W
Detectives
Take your child for a walk.
Make the letter T and W
sound. What can you find
on your walk that has that
beginning sound? T- table,
W- water, willow, tree,
etc…...

Mindful Monday
Place a big blanket on
the ground outside and
read your child’s favorite
story! Bad weather...
make a fort inside under
a table and read the
story!

Tuesday
May 12th

Mother May I
Stand a distance from your
child. Give them an action such
as hop, run, march, towards
you. Before they do it they
must ask “Mother May I?” they
keep going until you tell them to
stop. Have them stop a few
times before they reach you.
For a “How to Video” search on
youtube “How to Play Mother
May I.”

Heavy/Light
Gather objects from around your
home (canned food, toys, socks,
crayons, paper, etc) that are
different sizes and weight. Have
your child compare two objects
at a time. Ask them which object
is heavier? Which object is
lighter?

Tube Drop
Use an empty toilet paper or
paper towel tube and stand it
up. Covering up one end with
tape can help with this activity.
Have your child gather small
objects and drop them in the
tube one at a time. Have your
child count the objects as they
put them in. When finished
either dump out the tube or lift
it up. Try again.

Read about a Problem
Read a story. See if a child
can identify the problem in
the story. Was there a
problem with a friend? Was
the problem solved in the
end?

Talk about it Tuesday

Roll a Task

Comparing Sizes
What’s the tallest thing you can
find in your house? What’s the
shortest thing in your house?
Can you find two things that are
the same size?

Spill the Beans
Have a ziplock bag of 20
beans (or any small objects).
Set a timer and then pass the
bag back and forth until the
timer rings. When the bell rings
everyone shouts “spill the
beans”. The person holding the
beans spills them and the other
person or people count the
beans as they gather them up,
put them back into the bag.

Pantry Hunt
Write the alphabet on a
piece of paper and go
through your cabinet/panty
and see what letters you
can find. Make sure the
child says the letter and the
sound out loud first then
they can cross the letter out
on their paper.

Wacky Wednesday

Buttons
Have a shirt or something with
buttons. Have your child button
and unbutton.

Alphabet Line-Up
Write letters on postis,
pieces of paper, use flash
cards or anything with
letters. Lay them out on the
floor and arrange them in
alphabet order.

Wednesday
May 13th

click here for copy

Thursday
May 14th

Letter Exercise
Pick a letter and come up with
an exercise that starts with that
letter (Like J for jumping jacks,
P for planks)
Example

Build and Count
Build lots of towers with cups,
blocks, pieces of wood, or
anything you have. Then count
the towers to see how many are
there and match the number to
the tower. Also, compare which
one is taller or shorter.
Example

Play with an adult in your
family. Pretend you are
the adult and they are
the child. How will you
help them to play fair?

Copy of alphabet
Thoughtful Thursday
Play a game and make
sure you play fair.
Play together
Trade
Take Turns

